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INTRODUCTION
Writing an introduction for a catalogue containing items that so obviously speak for themselves
seems superfluous. But, book shows Uust as
other art exhibitions) have catalogues, so I'll let
my introduction serve as an homage to the
contributors .
The 1989 Member's Exhibition of the New
England Chapter of the Guild of Book Workers
is strong testimony that book arts are not only
alive and well but flourishing here in the
Northeast. The variety and scope of the show
is matched by the exuberance of individual
pieces. There are examples of artist's books,
fine bindings, fine printing, the livre de peintre,
and, even a coffee-table book!
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Variety in an exhibition such as this is bound
to occur; what is not a foregone conclusion is
the very highest quality that is present here .
Although a regional exhibition, most of the
edition books are nationally known and many
of the individuals whose work is represented
here have national and even international
reputations.
We are currently enjoying a revival in the
interest in book arts , resulting in many more
national exhibitions. Some exhibits focus only
on fine binding , others on the livre de peintre ,
but in almost every exhibition in the past ten
years, there was almost always represented
some aspect of the work of a member of the
New England Chapter of the Guild of Book
Workers.
Enjoy their exhibition book artist!

Boston , Massachusetts

and support your local

1. RICHARD C. BAKER
Lexington, Massachusetts
The Collections and Programs of the American
Antiquarian Society. American Antiquarian
Society. Worcester, Massachusetts. 1987 .
Model ( 1989). Text block and headbands sewn
with black linen thread. Full vellum binding
sewn on four linen tapes. Photographs mounted
in recesses on front and back covers. 16cm x
24cm x 2cm.

This book was originally published with a soft
cover. It is a reference book, and I wanted to
rebind it with a hard cover for durability while
retaining as much of the original binding
imagery as possible. I chose to bind it in vellum
so the underlying structure would show through,
and mount the original photographic covers in
recesses on the new cover so they would be flush.

2. CAROL J. BLINN
Warwick Press
Easthampton, Massachusetts
Once Upon A Time I Book Four. Frieda
Fitzenmeyer (pseud . for Carol J. Blinn).
Warwick Press, Easthampton, Massachusetts.
1988.

Limited edition letterpress book; written,
illustrated, printed and bound by the artist.
Hand-coloured illustration. Booklet stitch.
Parakeet yellow cover; parakeet green endleaves. 7 .5cm x 10cm x .25cm. (Also shown in
exhibition: Once Upon A Time, books One, Two
and Three.)

($hown on preceding page)

ship during a lonely time in my life I bought a
parakeet. Fritz became a constant delight.
Whether perching on my shoulder while I
watercolored, or riding on my bun as I read or
did housework, or taking naps underneath my
shirt in the curve of my neck, he chatted and
nibbled his way into my heart. This little book
seemed the best way to honor the joy he brings
to my life.

This is the fourth in a series of silly books done
by me in collaboration with my alter ego, Frieda
Fitzenmeyer. Feeling the need for companion-
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3. CAROL J. BLINN

Warwick Press
Out West. Carol Blinn, author, illustrator,
printer and binder. Warwick Press. ' Easthampton, Massachusetts. 1988.
One of a series of twenty painted books. Text
of the poem letterpress printed directly onto
paste paper; additional color is hand-applied
water-colour. 8 pages; Mohawk Superfine
Cover. Non-adhesive paper binding sewn on
vellum tapes. Traycase made by Claudia Cohen.
,
22cm x 28cm x 2.5cm.

I had an opportunity to travel out west three
years ago. !found myself in the landscape I had
always dreamed of-a big sky and distant
layered hills and mountains. This edition is the
result of two western trips. I wrote a poem which
I then printed directly onto a paste paper
landscape. This western landscape stirs my
mind, makes me restless, and will continue to
be a theme in various Warwick Press work for
years to come.

4. BARBARA BLUMENTHAL
Northampton, Massachusetts
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Chinese Decorated Papers: Chinoiserie for
Three. Hans Schmoller, Tanya Schmoller and
Henry Morris. Bird and Bull Press. Newtown,
Pennsylvania. 1987 .
Fine binding (l 988) in full maroon goatskin.
Front cover is decorated with blind tooling in
the shape of a fan, with onlays of various
decorated papers, the same as those inside the
book. 26cm x 20cm x 2.5cm.

5. BARBARA BLUMENTHAL
Chinese Decorated Papers: Chinoiserie for
Three. Hans Schmoll er, Tanya Schmoller and
Henry Morris. Bird and Bull Press. Newton,
Pennsylvania. 1987.
Limited edition binding (l 987). Half maroon
goatskin with leather tips; blue paper sides with
gold-stamped design reproduced from paper
wrapper. Light blue leather gold-stamped spine
label. One of 325 copies. 26cm x 20cm x 2.5cm.

Paper detail, Blumenthal, Chinoiserie

6. DAVID P. BOURBEAU
Thistle Bindery
Easthampton, Massachusetts
Hermaika. Leonard Baskin, author/illustrator.
Eremite Press. Northampton, Massachusetts.
1987.
(shown on following page)
Limited edition binding ( 1987). Concertinasewn; semi-limp cover with paste-decorated
handmade paper attached at spine and turn-ins.
Cover design reflects the shape of the herm stone
drawings by Baskin. One of75 copies. 28.5cm
x 39.3cm x 2cm.

7. DAVID P. BOURBEAU
Thistle Bindery
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. L. Frank Baum,
author; Barry Moser, illustrator. Pennyroyal
Press. West Hatfield, Massachusetts. 1986.
Limited edition binding (1986) . Sewn with a
link stitch; tube lining; zig-zag end sections,
paste paper endleaves and paste-downs.
Barcham Green Dewint handmade paper cover
over boards. 24K gold blocking. One of 400
copies. 31.5cm x 34.5cm x 3.5cm.

Bibliotect, and not bookbinder, may best
describe my work on editions; my principal role
is designer and supervisor, and although I do
provide two of the hands, it is my assistants who
do most of the actual construction. My primary
concern is that the FORM ( the architecture if
you will), both structural and decorative, is in
agreement with the CONTENT, so that together
they become a unique and harmonious unit.
These books were done in the two-year
period that Babette and Daniel Gehnrich were
my assistants and represent not only my, but
their skill as well.

8. DAN CARR
and JULIA FERRARI

Ashuelot, New Hampshire
Intersection. Dan Carr, poet and printer; Julia
Ferrari, illustrator and binder. Golgonooza
Letter Foundry, Ashuelot, New Hampshire.
1989.

We wanted to make this. piece a work of art;
though we shared ideas, images, and words, we
avoided an illustrative context. Julia Ferrari 's
prints are part of a series of drawings on a
theme, for which she has found further expression in cut wood. The type is the first showing
of the Regulus typeface, cut by poet Dan Carr.
The poet felt a need.for a type that had a direct
relationship to his voice. He hand-cut the
punches in the traditional manner, so that the
subtle expressions of the hand and eye could
reveal heart and mind.
<:

_______ .--··
Illustrated letterpress book. Eight printed pages.
First showing of Regulus typeface, designed,
cut and founded at Golgonooza Letter Foundry
by Dan Carr. Single signature with salmon paper
wrapper. 15.88cm x 26cm x .5cm.

9. BARBARA CASH

Ives Street Press
Sweden, Maine
At the Grave ofHazel Hall. Sandra McPherson.
Ives Street Press. Sweden, Maine . 1988.
Letterpress book with line-cut calligraphic
illustration; printed in five colors on Frankfurt
white text paper. Centaur and Arrighi types. 14
ppg. Peach Canterbury Cover paper wrapper.
16cm x 23cm.

My friend Susan Smith had a piece of non-verbal
calligraphy on her wall which, when I saw it,
I knew would be right to illustrate this Hazel
Hall poem. Author Susan McPherson writes that
Hall " ... sewed loose syllables together.
Needlework covered every surface ." The
calligraphic patterns looked like embroidery to

me. It was originally in black and white, which
made it very busy, so I printed it in soft tones .
I wanted to keep the colors in the book warm,
but subtle, reflecting what I felt about Hazel
and her work.
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10. MARNIE COBBS
Eaton, New Hampshire
Untitled. 1988.
Artist's book. Silhouettes of Egyptian hieroglyphs cut out of light brown Fabriano Ingres
against a black paper background. Cover of the
same light brown Fabriano, with image of
Egyptian pottery drawn on with a bone folder.
Accordion binding, sewn on linen tapes which
wrap around the book when closed. 17cm x
10.5cm x I cm.
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This small book was inspired by Ancient
Egyptian Art at Yale, designed by Sue Allen. I
was moved by the beauty and strength of the
simple shapes representing people, animals and
household objects. My book grew as a gift for
Sue, celebrating my delight in the g(ft she had
given me of the Egyptian Art catalogue. All the
images in my book come directly from the
catalogue.
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11. CLAUDIA COHEN

Easthampton, Massachusetts
Atlantic Salmon. S. Bodio and T. Williams.
Cheloniidae Press, Easthampton, Massachusetts. 1988.
Limited edition binding ( I of I 00). Quarter
leather case binding in pale blue leather and
leather fore edge. Pale salmon paper (handmade
by Sara Krohn) over boards. Leather onlay
fishing fly set into front cover. Quarter leather
tray case. 28cm x 35cm x 2.5cm.

12. SARAH CREIGHTON
Northampton, Massachusetts

Fine binding. Full bleached calf vellum over
boards, handsewn silk headbands. 13cm x
19.5cm x 1.5cm.

An Alphabet. Barry Moser, illustrator; Yvette
Rutledge, calligrapher. Pennyroyal Press. 1988.

(shown on following page)
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13. SARAH CREIGHTON
A Book of Alphabets (for Douglas Cleverdon ,
Drawn by Eric Gill). Douglas Cleverdon I John
Dreyfus . Christopher Skelton. Wellingborough ,
England . 1987.
Fine binding ( 1988). Full scarlet Oasis leather
with blind and gold tooling, gilt edge and leather
onlays. Sewn silk headbands . 16.5cm x 25cm
X 1cm.

These bindings are as different as the alphabets
they enclose . I chose simple decorative designs
to allow the letterforms to become the focal point
of each binding.

14. SAM ELLENPORT
The Harcourt Bindery
Boston, Massachusetts
Sonnets . William Shakespeare. Oxford University Press. England. 1985.
Full leather binding (1988), in collaboration
with Richard Percy, finisher. Marbled endpapers, gilt top, onlay and rich hand tooling; bust
of Shakespeare stamped. 18. 5cm x 11 .5cm x
2.5cm.

Detail, Ellen port, Sonnets

15. JULIA FERRARI
Ashuelot, New Hampshire
Swallow Island. Julia Ferrari(e), artist, designer
and binder. Four Zoas Night House Ltd.,
Ashuelot, New Hampshire. 1987.
Artist's book. One in a series of hand-painted
letterpress books on Rives BFK. Two signatures, bound together into boards, with a
drawing on the paper wrapper. 14cm x 22. 9cm
x 1.3cm.

I have combined three aspects of my expression
in this volume: poetry, painting and binding. In
each book four original paintings are associated
with the text of the poem. The text is printed
letterpress from Cochin Types on Rives BFK.
An abstract pastel drawing is used as a wrapper
over boards. The paintings and the cover
drawings are unique in each copy of this small
edition.

16. PETER GERATY

Easthampton, Massachusetts
Champ Rose. Bruce Rogers. Peter Pauper Press,
New Rochelle, New York, 1933.
Fine binding ( 1988). Sewn on five raised bands,
rough gilt fore edge and foot, solid gilt top. Red
goatskin with green leather onlay panel. Gold
tooled letters, G, T, 8, R, one in each corner
of the panel, are cut out to expose the red leather
beneath. Panel is outlined in gold, as are the
bands on the spine . On the back cover is the
IOU construction from the book in blind and
gold tooling. Endleaves are gold-speckled red
paper. 12.6cm x 19.5cm x 1.1cm.

At this time I prefer working in leather and
executing my designs in the "French style" of
binding. Although I primarily do edition and
restoration binding, I find design binding a
welcome opportunity to explore my reactions to
a specific text and to my surroundings. I try to
design in recognition of the author or illustrator,
but I don't subjugate my own feelings. Since
there is no single view on anything I try for
another approach to the work within. The
excitement for me is the search for another way
of seeing. It is that other view which I hope to
convey.

Detail, Champ Rose

17. PETER GERATY
Poems. Henrik Ibsen (translated by Michael
Feingold). Vincent Fitz Gerald & Company.
New York. 1987.
(shown on preceding page)
Fine binding ( 1989). Cover constructed in three
layers, some projecting beyond the square,
covered in blue goat with onlays of green and
(painted) white calf and tan suede. Tooled in
gold, full gilt edges, silk doublures. 23.6cm x
30cm x 2cm.

18. DONALD GLAISTER
Ashfield, Massachusetts
An Alpha-Betical Collection. Suzanne Moore.
Unpublished manuscript. 1989.
Design binding. A variation of a non-adhesive
binding, rendered in moroccan leather over
shaped boards with aluminum plates, acrylic
paint and gold and painted tooling.

I used the modified non-adhesive structure for
the first time on "An Alpha-Betical Collection."
This srrucrure, combined wirh rhe learher

I was commissioned to bind this book using
letter forms. It was obviously a good book for
that. As an homage to the Depression Bruce
Rogers printed the book in "red ink," so the
use of red leather seemed logical. The green
was used because it is complementary and of
course it is also the color of money. Other than
the tongue-in-cheek use of color the rest of the
design simply followed the letter and page form
inside the book. The green panel is based upon
the size of the pages, and the letters are taken
directly from Geofroy Tory whose alphabet
Rogers presents in the book.

covered boards, provided me wirh the opportuniry to explore various visual possibilities while
minimizing the labor usually required in rhe
making ofa learher binding. There are painred
aluminum alphabet blocks on the two cover
boards- "A" on the front, "Z" on the back.
The blocks are rendered as if they were thrown
down randomly on.floating eccentrically shaped
platforms.

19. JERUSHA GROSH
Boalsburg, Pennsylvania
Suminagashi marbled paper. 1988.
Decorated paper. Japanese inks on woodblock
paper. 35cm x 52.5cm.

Most ofmy suminagashi papers are created with
modern Japanese inks on Western printing
papers. I generally marble each paper at least
twice to make the image more complex than the
traditional concentric forms of suminagashi
patterning.

Detail, Grosh

20. ROBERT HAUSER
Mattapoisett, Massachusetts
Getting Up Steam. Unpublished. 1989.
Book art. Collage/ construction of handmade
paper, copy transparencies, and brass binder.
Framed. 68cm x 73cm x 3.8cm.

"Getting Up Steam" is a whimsical protest
(expostulation) against the excessive practices
of bookmaking. Periods of great bookmaking
are like great civilizations; they usually become
overloaded, confused and end with a bang or a
whimper. The book is viewed for values that go
beyond the physical object, the way writer and
reader value concepts that go beyond type and
paper. "Getting Up Steam" is dedicated to Rex
Parady.

Detail, Hauser, Getting Up Steam

21. ROBERT HAUSER
Varied Pursuits. Unpublished. 1989.
Book art. Collage/construction of book cloth,
antique papers, and crash and copy paper.
Framed. 68cm x 73cm x 3.8cm.

"Varied Pursuits" challenges the adage "great
minds think alike" -about what? Books written
and designed without varied thoughts and
experiences are in danger of becoming the
materials of extinction. The more bookmakers
vary, rhe more they and the book will survive.
"All the doings of mankind, their wishes,fears,
anger, pleasures, joys and varied pursuits.form
the motley subject of my book" (Decimus Junius
Juvenalis, c. 50-130 A.D.). "Varied Pursuits"
is dedicated to Rex Parady.
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22. DANIELE. KELM
The Wide Awake Garage
Easthampton, Massachusetts
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Love Album, TexasChildhood(l904-1914) . Joe
Brown Love and Ruth Winfield Love. Artichoke
Press (now: Cynara Collaborations). Newburyport, Massachusetts. 1985.
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Limited edition binding (1985-present). Book:
accordion structure; gray Rives BFK paper
dry mounted over bristol core; linen hinges join
pages. 56cm x 38cm x 5cm (opens to 1583cm).
Suitcase-style box; step-joint construction;
black and white Scholco Commodore cloth.
Nylon strap and buckle closures; object enclosure and drawer, magneted flap. 64cm x 46cm
x 18cm.

23. DANIEL E . KELM
Earth 11 I Element Series. Unpublished. I 989.
Artist's book in three parts. Drymounted
Canson Mi Teintes pages incorporating stainless
steel wires in all the edges. Pages are hinged to
one another by threads knotted around the wires .
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Sliding pin and tube closures allow the book to
be secured in various s~ulptural configurations.
Page decoration and imagery includes leather
construction , paste paper, spatter painting and
photocopy transfer. 50cm x 50cm x 10cm.

Alchemy inspires my most recent work. Not
alchemy described popularly as proto-chemistry
or pre-science, but alchemy in its truly non-scientific aspect ofparticipating consciousness, in
which the processes of the material environment
are seen as extensions of our own inner
processes. Here, direct interactive movement
with something is required to grasp its place
and significance. In our society 'to know'
implies an intellectual understanding; for the
alchemists it would have meant an intimate
acquaintance with the thing's personality. In
this sense we need to dance and play with
something to get to know it.

24. CHRISTOPHER A. KRONE
Concord, New Hampshire
Ornamental Initials. Stephen Harvard. The
American Friends of the Plantin Moretus
Museum. New York. 1974.
Fine binding ( 1988) in full leather. Dark green
goatskin with blue, orange and green leather
onlays. Graphite drawings show through
pastedowns. Graphite edge and gold and
graphite tooling. 23.5cm x 30.8cm x 2.7cm ..

The designfor this binding has been a response
to the text-impressions assembled during the

Earth II is an example ofa non-traditional book
structure that is meant to be played with to be
understood. Its three books represent the
element Earth intellectually, symbolically and
as 'the thing in itself.' A unique arrangement
offlexible hinges and sliding pin and tube clasps
allow the books to assume various flat and
sculptural configurations, each exploring the
relationship of the three parts. Only through
this interactive process do the books begin to
express their full significance.

entire design and binding process. It shows the
creative process of the craftsman as well as the
calligraphic and decorative forms-especially
those in the "Lettre Cadeau" letter style. Some
of the design decisions were made for no other
reason than that it looked and felt right. I later
realized that they were reflections of the visual
contents of the text .

25. NANCY LEAVITT
Tomato Press
Stillwater, Maine
Floating Through the Desert. Nancy Leavitt ,
author, illustrator and binder. Unpublished.
1988 .
Artist's book. One in a series of seven copies;
original lettering and painting in watercolour
and gouache on loose sheets of tan Rives BFK
paper. Oriental box covered with tufted fabric,
lined with Oriental paper and pastepaper
landscape. Malachite clasp. l 9cm x 26cm x
2cm.

I have been painting roadscapes since 1985.
Whether images of color and shape or words in
space, the road is persistent in my work. The
imagery didn't signify anything to me at.first- it
simply meant 1 was travelling a lot so I drew
while riding to fight boredom. Now however,
the road signifies to me the path I am on , the
endless journey inward . In these two works "On
the Road at Night" and "Floating Through the
Desert" the words and images come from the
experience of the journey and are the answers
for wanting to be on the road in the first place.
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26. NANCY LEAVITT
On the Road at Night. Unpublished. 1988.
Nancy Leavitt, author, illustrator, designer and
binder.
Artist's book. Acrylic paint and china marker
on Mohawk Superfine paper. Cover painted
with acrylic; non-adhesive binding. 27cm x
40.5cm x 2.5cm.

Detail, Maurer, Sirocco

27. DIANE MAURER
Spring Hills, Pennsylvania
Sirocco. Unpublished. 1988.
Decorated paper. Watercolour marbling (carrageenan size) on offset paper. Teal, orange and
tan multiple-image marbling. 56.2cm x 58.6 cm.
___ ,
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Sirocco arose from an ongoingfascination with
multiple-image marbling. The three-dimensionality of the work is the result of marbling a sheet
ofpaper and drying, re-aluming, and marbling
the sheet a second time. The ghost image of the
first printing ebbs and flows, Lending the work
a dream-Like quality and a depth not found in
single-image marbling. I often frame pieces
such as this and present them as monoprints,
rather than utilitarian papers.

30. S.A. NEFF, Jr.
Sewickley, Pennsylvania
Modern Dry Fly Code and Ring of the Rise.
Vincente. Marinaro. Crown, New York. 1971
and 1973.
Design binding ( 1988). Two volumes, casebound in green Italian cloth, olive and yellow
silk headbands, green Japanese dyed paper
endsheets. Pictorial design in green and blue
dyed Japanese papers, with gold foil decoration
on each volume and recessed into box cover.
Code, 14.8cm x 21.5cm x 2.4cm; Ring, 22cm
x 28cm x 2cm; box, 24cm x 30cm x 6.5cm.

My approach to these books on fly fishing for
trout has been influenced by my role as a
collector of angling books. I create fine bindings
and special sets for my personal library, and I
see myselfas an angler and collector who binds,
not as a binder who fishes and collects. This
direction has enabled me to focus on the practice
of fly fishing and its traditions and literature.
The "Modern Dry Fly Code" examines the
methods ofjly fishing which have evolved in the
Letart Spring Run in the Cumberland Valley in
Pennsylvania. This little river is portrayed on
the trout cover along with the predominant
mayfly, the Sulfur dun (Ephemerelladorothea) .
"The Ring of the Rise" examines in detail the
feeding habits of the Lefort trout. The stream is
portrayed in detail, showing a trout that has
just risen to the surface for a sulfur dun, and
the resulting rise-form, or "ring of the rise."
The design on the drop-back box portrays the
Cumberland Valley, then the viewer moves into
the valley when looking at the covers of the
"Code," andfina//y to the river's surface with
the covers of the "Ring."

31. JOE NEWMAN
Beverly, Massachusetts
Coffee Table Book. 1989.
Eighteenth century reproduction binding. Dark
brown Chieftain goatskin; gilt spine panel.
6.3cm x 48.2cm x 3.2cm . With coffee table.

32. UNKNOWN BINDER
(on loan from Joe Newman)
Gravity and Its Effect on Neglected Shelved
Books. Tu Long. Franklin and Easton. Edinburgh, Scotland. 1714.
Full red goatskin with gold tooled Scottish fan
design. 14cm x I 0cm x 3cm.

33. ELIN NOBLE
New Bedford, Massachusetts
Three Fishes: Journal. Blank book. 1989 .
Fine binding. Sculpted boards, hollow back
spine, smooth medium blue sheep skiver.
Ragston pages and marbled endsheets. 14cm
x 16cm x 2.5cm.

In these books I am interested in exploring
volume and movement-where sculptural relief
transcends the physical and movement alters
appearance. I strive to make each surface (front
and back covers) visually complete, yet unified
when the cover is seen as a whole.

Detail, Noble, Three Fishes

34. ELIN NOBLE
Journal. Blank book. 1989.
Design binding. Hollow spine construction with
sculpted boards, covered in light brown ·
Chieftain goatskin. Blank music manuscript
pages. 23cm x 30.5cm x 2.5cm.

35. KIM O'DONNELL
Garthegaat Bindery
Hadley, Massachusetts

Fine binding ( 1988), in full leather over
modeled boards, with gray, orange, red and
purple onlays. Leather hinge and Frankfurt
white doublures. Handsewn gray silk headbands. 20.4cm x 27 .7cm x 1.3cm.

The Matchmaker's Lament and Other Astonishments. Leonard Nathan. Leonard Baskin,
illustrator. The Gehenna Press, Northampton,
Massachusetts , 1967.
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36. GRACE PETERS
Somerville, Massachusetts
Excerpts from Seamus Heany' s Station Island.
Unpublished. I 988.
Original expressive calligraphy.

The principle objective in making this piece was
to create a broadside over a period of several
months to which I would keep adding elements
or layers without editing, cropping or discarding
the original sheet ofpaper. The first layer is a
sumi ink wash applied with a turkey feather.
Successive layers include Pelikan 4001 ink,
brush and pen lettering in gouache, and a
graphic symbol in gold leaf.
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37. GRACE PETERS
Untitled. 1988.

(not pictured)

Expressive brush marks based on Satie's "The
Velvet Gentleman." Sign writers' brushes,
watercolour and Oriental brushes; gouache and
Pelican 4001 fountain pen ink on Arches
watercolour paper.

The non-verbal calligraphic forms in this piece
were inspired by the music of Eric Satie' s "The
Velvet Gentleman." I wanted to visually capture
the elegant playfulness and the freshness of the
music, as well as depict some of the unusual
sounds the instruments produce.

38. GRACE PETERS
Untitled . 1986 .
Original expressive calligraphy in which a
variety of tools were used with Pelikan 400 I
inks, gouache, watercolour and poster paints on
Utrecht watercolour paper.

This piece was the product of experimentation
with expressive mark-making using a range of
tools including brushes, metal pens, clarinet
reeds, Mars-Staedtler Graphic 3000 Markers,
and automatic pens. I began with no plan or
design, allowing each mark to suggest the next
mark or series of marks until a pleasing whole
was accomplished. The text is made up of the
words and phrases which came to mind as I
wrote.

39. SARAH G. PRINGLE
FBN Studio
Easthampton, Massachusetts
The M Kimberly Almanac and Type Specimen
Book. Mare Blocker, author, artist, designer and
printer. M Kimberly Press. Ames Lake,
Washington. 1988.
Design binding ( 1989). Tight back, full Oasis
goatskin (olive green) with pink and black
Lumiere dye and black ink. 12.5 cm x 22.5cm
x 1.5cm.

Perhaps it is the pink wrappers, or perhaps it
is from having known Mare and her work for a
number of years-probably a combination. I
wanted to keep it loose and fresh. It is something
she has taught me.

40. SARAH G. PRINGLE
FBN Studio
Tales of the Night. Mare Blocker, illustrator. M
Kimberly Press. Seattle, Washington. 1989.
Design binding. Accordion format; eight hand
colored images. Boards covered in Chieftain
and Oasis goatskin, most of which was dyed by
the binder with Deka, Lumiere and Neo Opaque
dyes. Multiple onlays of light tan, yellow,
fuchsia, lavender, olive, teal, blue and purple.
Number six in an edition of fifteen. 10cm x
13cm x 1cm.

The accordion structure of this book integrates
the covers both as the front and back and the

beginning and end of the "text." Since "Tales
of the Night" has a visually narrative format, I
decided to incorporate the covers in that
continuum and elaborate on the sense ofdetail,
color and pattern. I have found that, although
labor intensive, dyeing the leather I use
broadens my color palette, enabling specific
design ideas and materials to synthesize.
Putting color and pattern together is like
walking and eating chocolate. It's kinetic,
rhythmic and stimulating.

41. ALAN JAMES ROBINSON
Cheloniidae Press
Easthampton, Massachusetts
A Fowl Alphabet. Rev. J.G. Wood, excerpts
from Animate Creation, Vol. II, Birds.
Cheloniidae Press, Easthampton, Massachusetts. 1986.
Limited edition illustrated book. Alan Robinson,
illustrator and publisher, Harold McGrath,
Letterpress printer. All three versions of the
book are shown, the regular edition having
wood engravings and line-cut lettering designed
by Suzanne Moore. The deluxe and full vellum
copies have hand lettering and are accompanied
by state proofs and a complete set of the
illustrations. The regular edition was bound by
Claudia Cohen in golden feather-marbled papers
by Faith Harrison, and the deluxe and full limp
vellum editions were bound by Gray Parrot.
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42. LINDA RUBINSTEIN
Putney, Vermont
Work. Unpublished. 1988.
Artist's book. Japanese-style folding book
(opens to 265cm). Watercolour, pencil and
collage of printed, Japanese and decorative
papers on "vellum" paper. 18.5cm x 17cm x
2cm. ( shown on following page)
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The artist's book is the ideal way for me to work
out ideas in a sequential format. My subject
matter is almost always personal; my intent is
to pictorially explore a thought or a portion of
my Life. This work primarily uses collage to
illustrate a simple text explicating an artist's
relation to the Labor force. Although I developed
the text first, it continued to evolve as the

43. KATALIN SEBESTYEN

Burlington, Massachusetts
Excerpt from "Desiderata." Unpublished.
1988.
Original calligraphic broadside. Steel pen with
Chinese stick ink, pastel gouache and pencil on
tan Nideggen paper. 20.3cm x 20.3cm

Calligraphy is both an expression of the
author's intent and the artist's interpretation . I
choose passages which have particular meaning
at a particular time in my life and spend time
thinking visually about their meaning. A piece
evolves through the process of thought and then
work.

collages helped me to solidify my ideas.
"WORK" was designed in a linear fashion so
that the entire book or a group ofpages can be
viewed simultaneously.

44. KATALIN SEBESTYEN
Excerpt from The Prophet. Kahlil Gibran.
Unpublished. 1985.
Original calligraphic broadside. Copperplate
pen with white gouache on turquoise Canson
Mi Teintes paper. 33cm x 42cm

45. JULIE B. STACKPOLE

Thomaston, Maine
This "Butterflies" guest book is one of the
custom-created books which I make as the
finishing touchfor newly redecorated interiors.
The guest book completes the decor by echoing
it in its design and celebrates the beginning of
a new era for that home. I use some aspect of
the style-the patterns, colors or textures found
in wallpapers or fabric-to be reflected in the
binding. In this case the central theme of the
room is a butterfly rug, designed by Mary Ann
Reinecke and executed in Portuguese needlepoint. (shown on fallowing page)

Sometimes a particular technique offers a
particular visual image, and I search out a
quotation to fit this preconceived image. While
executing this piece, the meaning of the words
took over and, happily, refined and simplified
the original visual intent.

Butterflies . Blank book. 1989 .
Fine binding . Full leather tight back binding ,
sewn on raised cords. French blue oasis goatskin

46. DEBORAH WENDER
Beverly, Massachusetts
Untitled. 1989.
Two-piece telescoping box, in the shape of a
fish, constructed of four-ply mus·eum board and
I Opt bristol. Covered in aqua and green
goatskin. 11.8cm x 9.2cm x 3. tern.

with on lays of other goatskins , line-cut embossing and gold tooling. Batik endpapers and s ilk
worked headbands. 28cm x 23cm x 2cm .

Besides binding books, I make a lot of conservation Jal/back boxes. This box is just for fun.

47. ARNO WERNER
Hadlyme, Connecticut
Buchbinder-Lob. M. Hetler. Stuttgart, Germany. 1959.
Fine binding (1988). Full black Oasis over
boards. Gold tooling. Cockerell marbled
endpapers and pastedowns. Protective case.
Uncut pages. 22cm x 20cm x 2cm.

Binding books by hand is not just work-it's
history, present and future. Books are made to
be used and read-to give pleasure, knowledge,
motivation, and more. Handbound books must
be made according to the everlasting laws of
good craftsmanship-they must be functional;
they must last and keep their form. Bindings
made by hand can be produced for an affordable
price, and the work of binders will then be an
influence on the life style of the Americanfamily
and home.

48. ARNO WERNER
Die Vier Evangelien. Martin Luther. Rudolf
Koch, book and type designer. Eugen Dietrichs.
Jena, Germany. 1910.
Fine binding (1988). Black Oasis leather over
boards , silk doublures, gilt edge, gold tooling
and blind impressions, silk headbands. 22cm x
20cm x 2cm. Wooden case.

49. MARY WOOTTON
Andover, Massachusetts
A Personal History of the University of St.
Andrews. Mary Wootton, author, illustrator,
calligrapher and binder. Unpublished. 1980.
Artist's book. Papercase binding (1989); Twin
Rocker handmade paper, decorated with
watercolour painting and leatheronlays. 29.5cm
x 35.5cm x 1.5cm.

The text of my entry was composed and executed
by me in 1980 for a calligraphy course at Smith

College taught by Elliot Offner. I had spent the
previous year as an exchange student at the
University ofSt. Andrews in Scotland. I enjoyed
researching and writing the "history" as an
exercise, but it has since become something of
a keepsake. Because the manuscript is both
academically and artistically informal, I chose
to bind it in a simple paper case structure. The
cover design is in keeping with the illustration
in the manuscript.
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